The behavior on fundamental group of a free pro-homotopy equivalence  by Dydak, Jerzy & Geoghegan, Ross
We study the question: &en a morphism f : ((Xn, x,)} + {( Y,, I,,)} in the category pro-(Pointed 
Homotopy) where the domain and range are inverse sequences of well-pointed CW complexes, 
and given ,that f induces_ tin 4+morphism {X#)+ (YR) in pro-Momotopy), what additional 
hypothw @KS & !o be, F tiinorphigm in pro-(Pointed Hamotopy)? Conjecture, ff the 
dhmsbw of the Y,‘s aPi bndcd, &en f is an isamorphism in pro-(Pointed Humotogy ). Vjfe first 
psavc w kp&& c&se tit Ibis conjec;ure in which dim Y, d d < o for all n, and kin_ { & Yn ) irL 0, 
& being the universal cover of Ye. ‘hen we deal gvith the gzeral case: we show that there are 
certain &men~ of each ng Yn kith the properties: (i) these lements commute if and only if j 
is an i&morphism ,in pro-(&in&d Homotopy): (ii) if dini Y, s d < 00 for all n, then powers of 
these il&ents cdfffllltrhe. While (i) and (ii) are not incomp3tiMe, this result puts severe restrictions 
on the nature of any possible oounter-exampie to the cortjeat’ure. 
Qur method also gives pro-homotopy analogues of t!te well-known fact that if a K(n, 1) iq; 
N4irr~sional, then w is torsion*free and contains no abelian subgroup of rankHV. Thtt: 
latter theorems apply to inverse sequences (Yn)s of CW complexes where dim Y, is finite but not 
necessarily bounded, hence iri particular to infinite-dimensionat shape-aspherical compacta. 
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1. Intmduction 
The problem skidied in this paper arises in geometric topology, but belongs to 
thBt pait of algebraic topology which concerns the deeper differences between 
pointed and ‘tiiipainted homotopy. 
First, the geometric origins. Suppose g : (X, x) + (Y, y) is a morphism in the 
pointed sirape mtegory, X and Y being compact, coqnected metric: spaces, and 
#$&$&k ‘%$&%aseL poi@ts &re f&@tgen the- induced morphism af unpointed 
shape from X to Y is a &kpe e~u~~~~~nce~ is g ane~uiv&nce in the pointed 
shape, category? is it even certGn that 3 induces an iso~orphi~~m On pro-art? The 
answers are unknown. ‘The onty artial ~nswe:~s u to now are in t 
240 .J. Dydak, R. G~gClhtypn / -l&c ~~~~~~~~~~d~~~~# flnaieig i 1 ‘ ’ ’ ?. t I 
author% paper [6] where it is shown that g Zs an equivalence in pointed sh&pe if 
aad onfy if g induces a epimorphism on ~r~-al; and that if pr~-lrxC Y, y ) is 
Mittag-=&@er (i.e., geometrically if Y is pointelf 1-movabIe) then g is an 
equivalence in pointed shape: see 3.2 and 3.3 behw km precise statements. 
A similar question, with similar partial Sresu&s, rl@&~ ,&V s!tW&itrt$ the funda- 
mental group at infinity of a non-comp&t *&a*$&$ 'ai,'~~~~~rd~,~"~~~~~*~ 
h : (M, I) + (N, S) is a proper base-ray preserving snap between connected locally 
compact one-ended polyhedra M and ,V, and suppose that tvhens*bh rays are: 
forgotten h is an equivalence in weak proper homatopy at infinity (in the sense of 
Chapman [3]; see also 19, p. 2183): does k induce an isrcrrnorphism between 
fundamental groups at infinity? Again the answer is unknown, 
Thtire are good geometrical reasons to concentrate on the special cases of these 
questions in which ther compacturn Y and ths polyhedron N areSfinite-di;nensional. 
And there are practical reasons why until very recently there ‘was little hope of 
getting results, beyond the elementary ones quoted above from [6], even for 
finite-dimensional t rgets. 
We will only say a little about the geometrical reasons. There is the obvious one 
that most interesting spa -es are finite-dimensional. And there is the less obvious 
reason that a posit,ive answer would imply that every equivalence in weak proper 
homotopy theory between finite-dimensional polyhedra is a proper homatopy 
equivalence. The latter would be a partial answer’ (finite-dimension being a perhaps 
unnecessary estriction) to a delicate question asked by Chapman akId Siebenmann 
in [4]; see also [lo] where a weaker variation is proved. 
As for the practical leasons, more must be said. Experts on this sub,ject have 
known that an apparently easier problem should be solved first; that if the an$bver 
to our question above (about g) is YES, t%n it would follow that c? compact metric 
space which is dominated ;F 1 unpointed shitpe by a CW complex is shape equivalent 
to a CYV complp .,x. Until xently the latte? problem was open,’ but it has now been 
solved positively by Hastings and Heller i 121 using earlier work of Frey&-Heller 
[I 11 and Dydak-Mint [S]. It is natural, ;hen, to try to adapt tb$ techniques of 
these authors to the present harder problem. When one does so, it becomes 
newwry to restrict attention to finite-dimensional targets (actually to something 
slightly more general - see Scctio~ 6). 
‘+Jith this geometry as motivation WC can state our problem and results in 
hamotnpy theoretic terms. ILet {(_FLm, x,>) zx? (( k;,, yn )? br2 ir?verse sequences of 
CW complexes having non-degenerate Oase points, and pointed homotopy Classes 
as bonds (which we suppress). Let f : ((A’,,, x,)}+ (( Y,,, y,)} be a morphism in the 
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B@$ pro-Pointed HO~IMOP~), and suppose the induced mo%rphism in pro- 
c;tapy) fry= {XII tom (I%} km is&orphisftl. We study the question: utz&r 
wkat~&&U&& kygtihd~es d$ f an is~rtr~@ism ‘in ~~o-+(.J!!!&& H~~otopy)? In 
&?&on 3”We give general nWX!HS@.~ and Sufficient conditiofis based on an elemen- 
tary qtudy. In !!&tion 4 we * 43 a “universal’” couilter-;example (it was already 
k~~~~ [6] that cotinter-exa s &St) h !hti~n$ 3 and 6 we Stud) the case in 
which the complexes Yi hlivc dimensio n 6 d (: a for some d independent of n, 
The first of these fir&c-dimensional results is Theorem 5.1, It says in part that 
ij’ t/w inverse htir of the groups H&, is mm-am then f is an isomorphism in
pm-(Pointed Homoropy). 
The second result, which is the main theorem of the paper, Theorem 6.1, is 
technically complitited and might appear 1:~: be artificial to 3 reader unfamiliar 
with 1123 and [I 11. We therefore pause to recall Tvhat was done iii those papers. 
A bromofqy idempute&t qb : K -, K is 8 map on a connected CW comtAex s!lch that 
q5 is homoiopic to &2. q5 splits if there exist a complex J and maps K &J sti.th 
that u 4 ==4 and dau = id. We assume q5 preserves a base point *, and thii, during 
the homotopy from q5 to t$‘, * traces out a loop o. It was kaowti [I 1, S] tha: there 
is an infinitcs-dimensional K(n; 1) space on which there lives an unsptittable 
homotopy idcmpotent, but it was conjectured that when K is finite-dimensional 
all homotopy idempotents CPC K split. The recent proof of this conjecture can be 
summarized 3s follows: there is a certain abelian subgroup S of V& deter-mined 
by q5 and w; (i) using the spectral sequence of a covering projection it is shown in 
[ 121 that S has fmite rank whenever K is finite-dimensional; (ii)using combinatorial 
group fbeory it is shown in [Ill that S is free abetian and not finitely generated 
whenever 4 is unsplittable: since (i) and (it, ;tre incompatibfc the conjecture follows. 
In our situation the analogous conjecture is that if dim Y,, s C! f a for some d 
ipldependent of n then f is an isomorphism in p&Pointed Hcmotopy!. For each n, 
an abelian subgroup S,, of nl Y” can be c’tiose? analogous to S, above: our analque 
of (i) is that Sn has finite rank when dim :<, G d < 00 for all i (Theorem 6.1); our 
analogue of (ii) is that S” is not finitely generated when f is not invertible in 
pro-(Pointed Homotopy) (Proposition 3.9)A However, these analogues of (i) and 
(ii) are not incompatible, since we are not asserting that SH is free (abelian! when 
f fails to be invertible in pro-(P/Dinted Homotopy). In #‘act such an assertion would 
be false: we give an exampk in wnich S,, is a tsrsion (abetian) group hence of rank 
zero (Example 4.7). Even in the torsion-free case S, might be an infinitely gemrated 
abelian group of finite rank, such as the ratianals: WC- have not tieen &le to f-de 
out this pwsibility. 
fn short, we have adapted the methods of [ 111 and 612 j in an attempt o prove 
our cQnjecture. While the methods solved their problem, in our case tfiey only put 
each w1 V, must cQmmutlc;; Corohary 6.2 says that Enite-dimensionality forces 
powers of those elements to commute. We believe that future work on the proMem 
will have to take account of this. 
We also obtain two theorems of independent interest along the way, Jmeorems 
2.2 and 2.3. These are the pro-homotopy analogues of the we&known fact t 
if a K(v, I) is N-dimension& then 76 3s torsion free and contains no abelian 
subgroup of rank > N. These new aud non-trivial: folow from technical 
spectral Lemma 2.1. 
we list notational conventions be used subsequent sections. 
spaces are CW complexes non-degenerate base and ultl 
preserve base we suppress points to notation. In 
homotopies do preserve base the notation aQi g that there 
a homotopy f to during which base point out a represented 
in the group w ; if w is ; X X denotes 
map such idx a0 (there is such, unique to homotopy, 
base points non-degenerate). In sequences, unmarked, represent 
bonds. o is element of group, rU the inner p=+ 
w . g o. For of spaces, coefficients means For 
homology groups, the action of group on co&kients is undetsrood, 
except in the proof of Theorem 6. i where different actions are exphcitfy marked. 
The far;!: of 80 abeiian group is the m~imal number of Z-independent elements 
(the rationales have rank 1). The frequently used Hypothesis I is stated in Section 3, 
In this section we set up the spectral sequence of a covering projection in a form 
suitabfe for our purposes. This is done in Lemma 2.9. While our main application 
of Lemma 2.1 will be in Section 6, there are some consequences concerning 
aspherical inverse sequences (hence asphericai ends and compacta) which are of 
sl3rne interest. These are Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. 
2.1. Let the sequence of pointed compkxes and maps 
Ka in nl Yi. 
(iii) ksa+I. 
(iw) &+d( i?&&) = 0. 
Pm& For Q s i G Q. consider the spectraa wr;iuence JZ of the covering projection 
?i + pi/&; see [IS, p. 4663, Here &,, = W, (Xi ; HI Pi) W?IW~ the left sction of Ki 
on H,Pi comes from that of nl Yi, and JZFt is associated with a fikation of I-&( $QKi); 
in particular && = 0. It is a tedious exercise to check that this spectral sequence 
is natural: af+ 1Kj :Kj + Ki and & l . H& + Hr Fi induce natural homomorphisms 
#rt + fETfi (Use Theorem 9.1.2 of [15] 10 shorten the exercise.) 
For 2 6 nt < a + 2 and 0 G i < a consider the commutative diagrax 
Diagram 1 
where the horizontal arrows are the difkrentials of iE and i+lE. Since d t- 1 s 
hence 
i+l E’ k-md+m-l+ iEi-m,d+m-l is trivial, hence arrow SDf Diagram 
1 Is trivial. Furthermore the right-hand groups of Diagram 1 wz both trivial, 
hence iEr+m,d-m+l Oaka. 
I[t follows that for OS i < a we have monomorphism iEtd’ which 
the induced t+ 1 Ezd -+ iE& lifts. 
(J!$. 
NOW 0 I$,‘k” (iii) implies ~E~_-a--~,~+a+ 1 = and (ii) 
noted O E& = 8. E&(& ; &?A -+ 
0; &PO) is trivial. 
~iv~~~ mollifications above argument. 
Theorem 2.2. In the aspherical sequence (YO + Yl+ 0 - 9) kt each YN be finite- 
dimensional. Then for each n tkere is some u a n, SUCK that C~~XQ d&tztdt ofl finite 
order in ~1 Y, lies in the kernel of ~1 ‘Y, + ~1 Y,. 
(Note. The dimensions of the spaces Y,, need not be Munded, SQ the theorem 
appi es, for example, to infinite*dimensianal “shape aspherical” compacta.) 
Proof. Without loss of generality let n = 0. LRt n = dim Ya + 1 1 By the pm-Hurepiricz 
Theorem (set- [I ; p. 391 and [7; p. 109]), {H”J&+- &@‘I +a l *} is pro-trivial far ail 
j 23 1. Ed,” +ng to a subsequence if necessary, assume H&+1 +Hj$ is trivial for 
lS+Sa+l,0<iSSa- 1. Let K, be a finite cyclic subgroup of ~1 Y,, and Ki its 
image in fll Yi. We are to show that #o is trivial. Let k be the odd element of 
{dim Y0 + 1, dim Y0 + 2) and let d = 0. Lemma 2.1 implies ?&(& ; Z) I+ Hk(&; Z) 
is trivial, since the actions on -Ho are trivial, Suppose & were non-titi~, The 
periodicity of the k-homology of cyclic groups implies that HICK,; E)+ HI&; Z’! 
is trivial; i.e., the epimorphism rU, -+ K0 is trivial. Contradiction. U 
We also generalize the fact thrbt he fundamental group of an IV-dimensional 
asphericait space does not contain an abelian group of rank > IV. Again, our gen- 
eratization applies to infinite-dimensional compacta: 
Theorem 2.X In the aspherical sequence { Yo+ Yl+ * l $ let each Y, be f&e- 
dimensional. Then for oack tt t/we is some a a n such that every dwlian SZJbgmUQ 
of rl b/a is mapped to an abelion subgtoup of ~1 Y,, having rank G dim Y,. 
Proof. Again assume rr = 0. The theorem is trivial if dim YQ = 0, so assume-dim Yor 
0. As in the proof of 2.2, assume HjFi+.I_*NiPi is trivial for l~j~~+l, OsiG 
Q - I, where a = dim Yo > 0. Suppose there is an abelian subgraup, Ka, of WI Y,? 
whose image-. Ko, in 7p1 Y0 has rank > dim Yo. We may assume Ko free abelian, 
& =+ K. m isomorphism, and rank Ko = n + 1. We apply Lemma 2.1 with d = 0 and 
k = cc’ + 1 to get pia + 1 & = 0, a contcadiction, since Ha +I((a -t- l)=torus) s 
As explained in Section 1, we are studying the question: given 8 morphism of 
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1. We me given a iagram of connected CW complexes having non- 
degenerate base paints, and pointed maps 
Die; gram 2 
The statenlent that f = (fit} is m isomtwphism in pa-(Pointed H~motopy ) means: 
given rl the= exists m >gl and a map 0: making p: =r* v~ofm and qy ,* *f,, v$. 
Here pr =pz_l o* 8 l opt+‘, etc. 
We will show in 3.6 and 3.7 that, assuming Hypothesis I, there are necessary 
and sufficient conditions for f to be an isomorphim in prae(Pointed Homotopy) 
which are expressible zok!y in terms of the irwerse sequence { Yn} and the elements 
Ok. So it is important t 3 note that it may be impossible tc fit a given sequence { X,) 
and elemefifs o,, E ~11; into Hypothesis I at all. More precisely: 
Propositioa 3.6. Lef (Yo _t Yl+ 40 
8 9 l ) and elements wn E ~1 Y, be given. There 
exist spaces X, and maps pi”, fn, and u,, SQ that Hypothesis I holds (with respect 
to the w,,‘s) if and only if for each n, qi*’ =+, qnnf2 where 7n == 
q!S1(W8+l) ’ On ’ qZS1(O,il)* 





h n +2 &In+) “4 n+l 
n+l +1 4A 
are pointed homotopies 
so Diagram 3 hm the required pmpeaty. a 
The proof of the next Proyositim can b found in [6], cw supplied by the reader: 
ProposW~n 3.2. Assume Hyp&esis I. f is an iamwphism in pro-(Pointed 
Homotopy ) if and only if fop each n there exists k 3 n such th&r# 
image(qk,, : r1 Yk + 9r1 YR) c image( fR # : aA, 3 9rt Ym) 
(i.e. if and only if f induces an epimwphism on pr~-w~). 
Recall that an inverse sequence of groups {* l l + Gn c (?n+l+ 9 l l } is Mf&zg- 
b,&r if fnr each .g there exists k ZB PI such that image(&) =bage(&J for all 
j 3 k. Note also that Hypothesis I[implies T,, (image(qi:’ ))c irmge(f,n) for eerch 
n. This, together with Proposition 3.2 easily leads to the following useful 
Corollary 3.3 [6j. Assume Hypothesis 1. If the sequence of gruMp,T 
( l *‘+7ilYn z 7T,Y*+lc”‘) 
9n rlr 
is Mittag-Lefler, then f is an isomorphism in pry- (Pointed Homcrtapy ). cl 
Abuse of Nohtion X4. When it is clear that we are working with ~3 Y;, for some 
fixed n, we will wrrlte ok for the element qi(wk) E ~1 Y,, k 3 at, Thus the element TV 
appearing in Proposition 3.1 will be written T,, = o,,+~u~w;:~. ‘I’%is i  8 very natural 
notation, as we wikl be more interested in the images of the @k’s at a fixed level 
~1 Y,, than in ths ok’s themselves. 
FCT reference we state some relations in p1 Y, which follow from Proposition 
3.1 ‘,9ote 3.49: 
r(clk bww~q!i:’ 11 c image((q f: 0fdd = image( fn iI. 
So image(s,kP f c TLi (~rn~~~(f~~~) = image( f&. So Proposition 3.2 implies f is an 
isomorphism inpro-(Pointed Homotopy). G 
The following rephrasing of 3.6 will be convenient in Section 6 (compare with 
Corollary 6.2): 
Corolary 3.7. Assume l#ypthesis I. f is an &umorphism in pru- (Painted Homotop y ) 
if md a;& ifr fur each II there is an infinite subsequence (u,J of (wn, w,, + 1, . . .j sucrrt 
thut all elements of IO,,} commute. 
Proof. One easily deduces front 35 that if i c j <= k and if CQ] commutes with either 
~1)s or ok, then oi commutes with ok. If {oni} is an infinite commuting sequence, 
n WtoCnl<* l l , the last reaayk shows that w,, commutes with on,, i Z 1, and hence 
that o, commutes with 01, j 5~ nl. Thus f is an isomorphism by 3.6. Conversely,. if 
f is an isomorphism the condition of 3.6 is satisfied for all n. The required sequence 
can be picked by indu@ion, since if tii and oI commute in nI Yk, k > FZ, they certainly 
commute in ws Yn. El 
Corollary 3.8 [Q]. Amme Hypdgesis I. If dim Yn s 1 for all n, theta f is (ezn 
isomorphism in pro- (Pointed Homotupy ). 
Proof. Suppose G(A, n) is generated by bl, . = . p (b,. Then each bi is a prrbciuct of
Q ‘s with k E A. Let tp~ be such that all l+‘s are ejtpressible in terms of {Q i k e A, 
ksm}. Then for any i>m, f E A, ri s ti,i+lupF:l is a product of Q’S with k < i. 
Hence, by 3.5, 7i = mi, SO oi cu)mmutes with oj for all j.* i, Since A is infinite, we 
can choose an infinite commuting subsequence of {oI19 o@+l, * * *) contradicting $7. 
If A contains no two successive integers then 3.5 implies that Cv(A, n) is abelian, c3 
4. The universai cou~ter~example 
In this section we give a “universal“ exltmple, Example 4.3, of data { YO +- Yl+ 
9: 
- l l ) and w,, E 7p1 Y, which can be fitted into Hypothesis I so that f is not an 
isomsrphism in pro-(?ointed Homotopy). Proposition 4.4 describes the sense in 
which it is universal. !r, Corollary 4.6 the example is shown to be infinite- 
dimensional. Another such example (not univtzsal) can be fourd in 163, and still 
another can be deduced from the unsplittable homotopy idempotents constructed 
in [5] and [ll]. 
For n 2 0 let G, be the group defined by generators ok, & 2~ n, and relations 
.&k!&Xk+lXk = x&x,,xk+l for aH pairs (m, k) such that n s k < m -- 2, 
We halve homomorphisms i : 6, + 1 -+G,,, Q-X&; r:Gm+Gn+l, -lck~-xk if k>vn 
and xn +b 1; and s : G,, + G,I+l, xk ++xk+l. rai = id so i is a monomorphism, and we 
may write G, 1 G p1 +I, identifying via i. s is obviously an isomorphism, so Gg is 
isomorphic to G,, for all n. 
L~~K,,?~=x,~,G,+~X,+LCC,+~ . Then G, is the HNN extension (see fl4; p. 18U]) 
ixm G,+L ~-dkx,, = k for all k E K,, +I). 
Hence, if we choose representatives of each right coset of .&.+l in G,+I, chasing 
1 to represent he coset X ,,+ 1, each element of G, can be written as the product 
of exactly one normal form, i.e. exactly one sequence of the form 
where g,, E G, c 1 is arbitrary, m 3 0, each q = f 1, each gi is 81 coset representative 
when i * 1, and there is no !&sequence of the form xi, 1, xi”, 
.I. Fowty n ~0, k sty xkdKK, =x,‘G,+~x~. 
all pairs (n, k ) for which xk E K,., choose oRe so that 
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~i~~xi E ii!& X&i%,’ 6z t&-l. By minh&ty of k W pti_Xk d #&+fj So We CaxI pick & + 1 
as a cmet representative, Then n,,xkx ,’ is the product of two different normal 
forms, nameky (x,xkxi’) and (1, xlglt xk, xi’, 1). Contradiction. 0 
4.2. For CJtty ?8 3 0, k 3 p1: & does nUt cO~PfU&e with xk, u 
- ,r*’ 
L&t yk * #k+lx&f+ me s defining GO imply that yk commutes with xnt 
whenexr k 6 m -2. 
Emx@e 4.3. Let Yfl = K(G,, l), &+I = a map induced by inclusion Gn+l ~-9 G,, 
W” = &* Then, in the not&ion of 3.5, rk = yk. By Proposition 3.1 the data 
{YoyY1+“‘)a;ld{ a} Q) can be fitted into Hypothesis I. By Corollary 4.2 and 
Theogirn 3.6, any resulting f is not an isomorphism in pro-(Pointed Momotopy). 
Proposition 4.4. f?x any data { YO c-;- Yl + 9 l l ) and (0,) which can be fitted into 
Hypothesis I, there is a commutative %xgram #groups and homomorphisms 
Digpam 4 
whens @,, (xk )= ok (in the notation of 3.4). 
Pro& The @,‘s are well-defined by Proposition 3.5. The rest is obvious. Cl 
PropoMim 44. Ltrt A c N contain no two succ~ive integers. Then the subgroup 
of 00 genaratsrd by( yk 1 k E A} is free abelian with those generators a basis. 
PWMJ& By th : relations, yk commutes with x,,, for m 2 k + 2.. )%ence {yk 1 k E A} 
generate an a Aian sub up of GO. Consider 
Go---+ p m)ab~ = 03 
ia 
p( yk) = p(xk) ml is the element of (GO)ab whose only non-zero entry is 1 in the 
kth position. ’ L%u~ { \‘k 1 k E A} is indepeadent over 4 
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hmil. Combine Theorem 2.3 ad Pmpdtion 4.5, noting that the bonds in 
Example 4.3 inchce monomorpkisms on ~1. El 
Exmqde 4.7. Let c,, be the quotient of (7, obtained by adding the relations x2 = 1 
for all k. Then GO 3 d1 3 l . . and for any n a 0, bc > n, .xk and xn do not commute. 
Ws= omit the proof which is similar to that of 4.J and 4.2: one invents the appropriate 
‘normal form’ and imitates Theorem 2.1 on pa 182 of [M]. This example shows 
that, unlike the analogous situation in [?.I IV one cannot expect Q)# to be a 
monomorphism whenever f is not an isomorphism in pro-(Pointed Homotopy). 
We get a sharp result, \rGthout using the spectral sequence Lemma 2.1, when 
the pro-homology of the universal cover sequence (fn} is not pro-trivial in 
dimension; namely: 
‘Pfrechrem 5.1. Assume JQpothesis I. Assume further that dim Yn s ti .=z NJ for all n, 
and that (H#+ H$l* l l -) is not pro-t.+vial. Then for all” but finitely many n the 
subgroup o,f nl Y;, generated by tin, on+lu . I . , urn is fiG?e, for all m 3 n. If 
is not trivial, then for al; but finitely marty n the entire 
group d+, (G, ) (generated by wl, &r)& +-1, . . .) is fiaite, and in thatcase_Es on isomorphism 
in pro- (Pointed Homotopy ). 
The proof is based on two lemmas: 
Lemma 5.2. ,!xt n sequence of pointed maps fR : K, -) C between CW wmplexes be 
giwz where clim L =dcoo. tit J(f,,)=(We~lL.lfn ==J,,}. If As&image 
& : t&k!,, + t-I,:,!:) is non-zero, then U, J(f,) generates a finite subgrwp of?lL. 
PPOOO. We US: cellular homology, so 0 # A c .M..i f= Z& c CL. Pick 0 # x E A, 
:and, using Z[nJ]-coefficients, let A = )$I njAi f 0 be the entire coefficient in x of 
some generator of Cdl (some d-cell of L), where Aj E *;rlL, nj E H, For all R, and a11 
o~J(~~),wx=.x,sowA = A, so left multiplication by w permutes {Al, . bI . , A;} c 
~1 L. l-Ience the cardinality of the subgroup generated by U,, J( fn) is 6 r! Q 
. By 3.5, oi = Tj-‘wiri when i a j + 2. We work by induction on s -r. The 
a is trivial if s - P = 0. 
e 
12. ITor m a rr apply Lemma 5,2 to th 
am+2 -‘- 
(%n : Ym+$ *_) 3.1; 4:+2 =+, q”r+2 for nsism. So 5.2 says t 
a finite @Dup. By 5.3, cdff, . k . , generate 8 cunjueate finite group. 
is non-M we canq3ply 5.2 to the sequence of 
0, irnage(q”TZ2) i;k 0, so TV, r,+l,. . I) generate a
)by5.3.T h f’ o s ow IS as claimed, suppose otherwise. 
Then for some n, tiR f$31s to commute with infinitely many later wkri. But finiteness 
imp”,ia ihat infinitely many U’S are the 3 nme, say equal to t& By 3.5 w Gi (5 -’ c&iiw,, = 
3-‘*, so w;; &mJ, =B;i,SO 
for large i, Cortradiction. Cl 
RMn Conjtie. If, in Hypothesis I, each Y, is finite-dimensional, nd if {H, &, c- 
HjPl +- l - l } is pro-trivial for a11 but finitely many j, then f is an isomorphism in 
pro-(Pointed Homotopy). 
We have proved a special case of this in Theorem 5.1. Now we will use the 
spectral sequence Lemma 2.1 to tackle the Main Conjecture in general. The point 
e next theorem, our main result, has been explained in Sect ion 1. 
Thmm 61. Assume Hyprplthesis 1. Let each Y8 be finite-dimensicmal, and 1e.t here 
k’art integer d * 0 SUCK that {HiPa+ HjPl + 9 l a} is pro-trioial when j > d but is not 
pm-trivial when j = d. -en f’r all but finitely marry n there is same a 3 n wch that 
euery abelian subgroup af 4% (Get) ( fhe subgroup of w1 Ya generated by oLt, oa+l, . . .) 
is mapped by Q:V to an abelian subgroup of apl U, having rank ~dim V, -d. 
FWhermore, if dim Yn = n we may take a = n, and conclude that @,,(G,,) is a tomion 
grQup* 
Note that when dim Ye = d for all n, 6.1 is weaker than what we were able to 
prove in Theorem 5.1 without the aid of a spectral sequence. We are unable to 
strength of 5,l from the s uence, but we a;t-e unable to ,get 
inform~tiQn about he ca > Ib without it. 
- H&B; H,sin),,t. 
Diagram 5 
Now let dim Y,, = ei. Again take n = 0, assuming Hdi$ + &.$o non-trivial for 811 
k 3 0 and Hd+I PO = 0. Suppose there is an infinite cyclic subgroup & of #&&). 
By Lemma 5.3, we may find such a K0 in (Q, l . . , T&) for s~z~e ba0. &q&y&g 
Lemma 2.1 with a = 0 and k = 1 we get MI&; &.&) == 0.The rest df the &gu’Wtit 
is 58 before, where Diagram 5 is replaced by Diagram 6 below, If3 
Diagram 6 
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